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Storms are a fact. Job says humans are born to trouble as surely as sparks
fly upward. They happen to the just and the unjust — to those who build
their houses on sand and to those who build their houses on solid rock.
Storms suck. This pandemic sucks. Inflation with the increase in poverty
and housing insecurity sucks. The war in the Ukraine with all the death and
reverberating insecurities in Europe and around the world really sucks. And
then there are the storms that are inside of us. Anxiety increases anyone? I
hope you can name some of the storms that hit for you, because if you
can’t name them, it’s really hard to heal from them.
No one said it would be easy, and these storms are a real challenge — but
as Christians they are fact and not our main concern. Our challenge is the
ground beneath us.
We’re so caught up worrying and focussing on the storm that we don’t pay
any attention to what will keep us safe in the storm.
Normally I would say “Look up!” But it’s time we started looking down.
Have we built on rock or on sand? As Jesus says, and we knew this
already, it’s obvious: whatever is built on rock will remain, and what is built
on the sand will wash away. So we need to look down and figure out where
we have been building.
I need to remind you that the sand is an attractive location. The sand can
be beautiful. You can create amazing things in the sand— I couldn’t build a
dog house — (I might be able to build a super ugly dog house if someone
gave me some tools and supplies and a first aid kit) — but I can build a
sand castle! I’ve built some impressive sand castles in my day —
decorated with shells and seaweed and twigs with the addition of action
heroes and plastic horses and mermaids. But you know that when you
build next to the ocean that no matter how beautiful and elaborate the
castle, it’s time limited. That tide is coming in. Even if you build it near fresh
water — that snot-nosed toddler wielding a shovel who learns first to
destroy before she learns to build, is due to come any time after her nap —
not to mention those raptor-like Canadian geese and the wind, and the rain.
Truthfully, the fact that they don’t last makes sand castles all the more
beautiful. Like those chalk artists. So much time and care to create
something that washes away so quickly in the rain. Things built on the sand
are not necessarily bad, some of them are very beautiful. They are just not
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permanent. So much of our life and work is playing in the sand. That
incredible meal you cooked and served, the zucchini you planted, the job
you have, the volunteering you do. “Frail as summer’s flower we flourish,
blows the wind and it is gone…”
Remember we are mostly sand: from dust you were created and to dust
you will return. So don’t be too down on the sand — to play in the sand is to
be human. Don’t go ‘dishing’ the sand, it’s not bad, it’s just not going to last.
It might last an hour, a season, years or even thousands of years, but it’s
time limited.
We are hoping to do a renovation of our house
next year and in preparation I’m trying to do
some de-cluttering. I noticed this dried grass
thing that has been on our mantle piece for
several years.
It’s been there almost by accident. Some
decorative grass was cut and brought into the
house and it ended up drying nicely and just
stayed there. It wasn’t meant to be a permanent feature and so I decided it
was time for it to go. But I had a slight feeling of resistance to getting rid of
it. I kind of like it. But I still decided it was time, so I put it in the garbage.
Petra noticed it in the garbage and protested and demanded to know why it
was in the garbage. I asked her if she liked it and she said “I don’t know,
but it’s always been there!” And so, the dried grass ‘floofy’ thing went back
on the mantle. God help us! We get attached to sand. We cling to sand. I’m
not the only one who does this. You do it too.
Actually, the worst place for this to happen is in a church because people
attach holiness to objects.
Our call is to recognize what parts are on sand. This church building has
been here for 190-ish years — it’s huge and strong and beautiful (well parts
of it — I don’t know what’s up with 60’s architecture) but this church
building is time limited. It will last longer than me but not forever. The hymn
books, the organ, the pews, my wonderful liturgy, the presbytery that was,
the Region that is. It’s all sand. Be aware of it. Give thanks for what is good
in it. Add action heroes and decorative seaweed if you can, but remember
the toddler of demographics is coming with her shovel. Give thanks for
what is good, say good riddance for what isn’t and if you are there when
death and demise comes, grieve and lament the loss, and perhaps mark it
with a ceremony. Churches often have a practice of de-commissioning –
where something that had a sacred use is acknowledged to no longer have
that use.
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There is a lot that we can rejoice in and be grateful for, but if we are wise
we won’t cling to it. We are wise to know that when the earth shakes from a
pandemic, or your life shakes with the death of a loved one and health
diagnosis, that a lot of what isn’t eternal may be washed away and the
landscape forever changed.
Ecclesiastes 3 comes to mind:
There is a time for everything,
and a season for every activity under the heavens:
a time to be born and a time to die,
a time to plant and a time to uproot,
a time to search and a time to give up,
a time to keep and a time to throw away,
a time to tear and a time to mend,
a time to be silent and a time to speak,
These famous verses speak to the sand, speak to how things change. But
then in verse 11 it says:
God has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity
in the human heart.
I love that: God has set eternity in our hearts.
In all the loss it is easy for us to forget that there is more than sand. Our
call as Christians has always been to point to and to cling to the Rock that
is eternal.
For God alone my soul waits in silence, for my hope is from him. He alone
is my rock and my salvation. My fortress, I will not be shaken. On God rests
my deliverance and my honour, my mighty rock. My refuge is in God.
(Psalm 62: 5-7).
We always need to spend time on the rock — connecting to God in prayer,
in worship, in fellowship and shining that light that God has placed inside
us. We need to remember how to spend time on the rock but during the
storm you’d be an idiot to shelter anywhere else than the rock! In the storm
you have no choice but to let go all that is non-essential.
I can’t preach on this passage without thinking of one of
the saints of our church Bea Mooney.
Bea was a long-time and very active member of our
church. She was active in all sorts of ways, and for years
she was the envelope steward. That meant that after the
collection was counted Bea would take the envelopes
(everyone gave in envelopes back then — some of you
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still do!) and she would make sure that amounts added up to the penny and
that all gifts were properly recorded and receipted. Bea remained sharp as
a tack, up until the last days of her life. She passed away at the age of 103.
As you can already imagine, Bea was a highly organized person. She was
still a spring chicken of 91 when I arrived at this church, and she was
already planning her funeral. The plans changed here and there over the
years and her vision for the service became simpler and smaller as she
grew older. But when I was visiting Bea on one occasion she asked if, at
her funeral, I could preach a sermon on the Matthew 7 scripture about the
house that was built on the rock and the house that was built on the sand.
When someone who has lived to over a hundred finds meaning in a
particular scripture passage, you want to pay attention! I did preach a minimeditation on that passage, but the truth is she preached a much better
sermon at her own funeral service and I had no plans on upstaging her.
She literally wrote a letter to those gathered. Her entire life and the
memories shared were a testament to the fact that she had built the
foundation of her life on solid rock.
Let me read you a part of her letter:
(I was raised in the) “thriving little village of Burritt’s Rapids from a farm that
was miles away from any active community. There were two churches in
that village – an Anglican and a Methodist and in those days, going to
church on Sunday was as much a part of life as breathing. In the Sunday
School for small people, each Sunday we were given a little card on which
was printed a verse of scripture and we got a gold star when we had
memorized it. I am sure that early association with the wisdom of the Bible
was the rock or the foundation for the rest of my life. It did not end with
those classes for small people. We had classes for teens and adults
too. The teacher for the adult class was the father of the late Lillian Baker
who for many years was a member of Wall Street United Church. Small
world – isn’t’ it!
Some of us formed close ties as choir members and for decades we had
what was called a Young People’s society, although married couples were
part of this group of close friends too. It was not just a social club. We did
Bible Study and raised money for the church. With a faith journey like that,
claiming to be a Christian did not mean going to church to look good in the
eyes of our neighbours. It was a commitment – an answer to a human need
to feel the power of a presence greater than our own strength – a
mysterious awareness of something spiritual as part of every human being,
whether we admit it or not. That belief that we need not walk alone, and try
to deal with life’s troubles by ourselves has been my guiding star.”
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Bea wanted this passage preached on and wrote this letter because she
wanted to pass on the rock of eternity to her family to her grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.
Today is Mother’s Day. A day we give thanks for mothers. We are grateful
for all the small and big things that our mothers have done for us — but one
of the aims is to point her children to that which is eternal. I look at
someone like Bea and think — she did that for her family. Even as I say I
feel a little guilt (Mother’s Day is a weird day) because sometimes I am so
busy pointing the congregation to the rock of Jesus, I’m not sure I do a
great job of doing that for children! But Mother’s Day needs to be a
celebration of everyone who helps to feed eternity into the next generation
— who helps to mentor others. People who provide love and who point to a
life of faith; that keeps us in the storms of life.
I’m hugely grateful to Shirley Avery who over the years has helped to set
eternity in the hearts of my children through Sunday school. I think of
people who sponsor and mentor others in programs of recovery. You are
helping to set people’s feet on a rock that is secure.
God has set eternity in your heart. This eternity is so much more
impressive than any sandcastle! It’s not just for later—we’ll experience it
fully later — but we can experience it in part here and now. God is at work
transforming lives through love, God is at work healing and setting people
free from resentments and hatred. God is at work in this world creating
beauty and new life in the storms. When we build with God, God mixes
eternity into the mortar. This eternity gives us a security, a beauty, a joy
that can never be taken away!
Thanks be to God. Amen.
***
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